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FIRST . G A R D E N E R .
Intuition, Motion and Recreation

INSPIRATION

Earthworms are the most important factor 
in the success of a garden. Some people call 
earthworms “nature’s first gardeners” as they 
move through the soil they make tunnels that 
allow air and water to get to the roots of 
plants. 

The proposal takes its name from this 
statement.

Nature is more than what it appears 
on the surface. It is not solely the 
vegetation. Soil is the existential and 
inseparable part of it. 

Children will remember this fact
while playing with the wormlike 
structures, moving and climbing on them, 
enjoying the flexibility and feeling the 
sense of space and scale in three play 
actions that are determined as: 
intuition, motion and recreation
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PLAN LAYOUT
The plan consists of three parts that were 
inspired by the three different play theories.

 A- Intuition
In Practice or pre-exercise theory, Karl Groos 
suggests that play allows children to practice 
adult roles and instills in them skills that will later 
be necessary for survival.

 B- Motion
In Surplus energy theory, Friedreich Schiller 
states that Humans build up excess energy that 
must be released through active play.

 C- Recreation
In Recreation or relaxation theory, Moritz Lazarus 
proposes that play restores energy lost from 
work-related activities.

PLANTS AND MATERIALS
The installation consists of 
- Poliurethane wire hose pipe 
with Ø 20 cm, Ø 30 cm, connected with 
iron pipe clamps;
- Meadow grass;
- Stabilized ground.

A- Intuition B- Motion C- Recreation

20 m

10 m
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